FRENCH INDOCHINA
villages  with savings and in good  health, free  labour will  auto-
matically flourish.
Cantees
In 1897 carvees in Cochin-China were fixed at thirty days, and of
these the communes could use ten. Ten more had to be bought at fixed
prices, and the remaining third were to be served out in public works.
The nest year an edict absorbed carvees into the personal tax, and the
principle of purchasing exemption, instead of working off corvee service,
was finally established. The other countries of the Union went through
the same legislative process.
In studying requisitioned labour, the important differences between
Jaw and practice must always be kept in mind. Corvees were very soon
legally abolished, but they were retained in practice, though increasingly
restricted. With the difficulty of getting free labour, especially for
public works, it was the only method of accomplishing a service of
undoubted social utility, but naturally the whole system lent itself to
abuse. A mandarin was the indispensable intermediary for procuring
this labour, and he used it naturally to pay off old scores. The heavy
thai ensued was an eloquent tribute to the lack of care, poor
pcovistQfl]iQg, and wholesale desertions that railway building, notably,
iovohed. The difficult climate, the almost insuperable obstacles to any
m the absence of pack-animals and roads, as well as
too	authority, accounted for the overseers* brutality. It was
forbidden to strike cooEes but there were, according to eye-
witnesses, undeniable reprisals when the coolies dared to complain of
Abuses were so flagrant that Violette complained of them officially
in ims	budget report of 1910. The horror of burden bearing is
in the hearts of a! mem. Even when they were well paid,
coolies did not emerge physically and naoraEy unscathed.
force had to be used on them. Men were often taken
fer	wofk in die fields. The colonial government had
act	the	ooiisala-afloa as had the Annamite regime f or
arf>itarify selected their victims who
tie	These mea spent their lives perpetually in
one	to another, wltfaotit         or family life. Villages
xt the approach of a tpndkr -wto might have a permit
W>	It Is teie tbri; penury of labour Is one of the
apd that wales desert even when they
lit

